DRMS DEMIL BULLETIN FY 07-04
December 20, 2006
GLO TAPE
INFRARED REFLECTIVE MATERIAL
INTERIM GUIDANCE
Infrared Reflective Material (IR Glo Tape) found on camouflage shirts, jackets, coats and
other upper body garments is Demil required and must be controlled in accordance with
this Interim Demil Bulletin. All upper body garments should be checked for the “Velcro
Patch,” a sign that the IR Glo Tape may be on the item. If the item has the Velcro patch
the IR Glo Tape (usually gray or black about ¾ inches square) would be under a small
flap, usually sewn on. The Desert Camo has gray tape and the Woodland Camo has
the black tape, both are under a Velcro flap on either the shoulder or breast pocket and
are not visible unless the Velcro is peeled back. The attached list of upper body
garment NSN’s was loaded into the SALD system and will provide an alert upon receipt.
Note: IR Glo Tape could potentially be affixed to any item.
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY, DRMO’S ARE TO INSPECT ALL MILITARY
CLOTHING UPON RECEIPT FOR IR GLO TAPE AND TAKE THE FOLLOWING
ACTION:
Receipt: DEMIL Code “E” is assigned to any item that has the IR Glo Tape affixed to it.
See attached list of articles known to have IR Glo Tape affixed and assigned DEMIL
Code “E”. Any other article turned in with IR Glo Tape affixed must be managed as a
DEMIL “E”. NSN clothing, equipment or articles with IR Glo Tape affixed, with a
DEMIL Code other than “D” must be assigned and brought on record with a DEMIL
Code “E”. Receiving personnel will process these items in DAISY using the LSN 939000-IRTEXT as outlined in DRMS-I 4160.14 Sec 2, General Processing, Chap 2 Property
Accounting. IR Glo Tape, as an item, is assigned a DEMIL Code of “D”. Once the IR
Glo Tape is removed the item will revert to its assigned DEMIL Code, IR Glo Tape will
be brought on record as an LSN utilizing the 9390 Federal Stock Class (FSC) as a
DEMIL Code “D”.
All textile batches currently in inventory suspected of having Glo Tape will be shipped
via SLH transaction to the assigned Controlled Property Center (CPC) after End of
Screening Date (ESD).

Reutilization: DRMO’s may issue DEMIL “E” Textiles and Textiles located in batches,
with Glo Tape, to DOD customers only. Code E items in batches must be brought back
on record as individual items prior to issue. The DRMO will use the original turn-in
DTID to XR1 the item. To issue the items from record, the DRMO will suffix the
original batchlot requisition and issue to the customer. The suffix will begin with A, and
continue until the requirement is satisfied. If requested, the DoD customer may draw the
entire batch. DRMOs must ensure current customer verification procedures are
performed prior to issue. DRMO’s will not issue any items with the IR Glo Tape to
DODAACs: W91MQS or W9008Z.
Textiles with the Glo Tape attached will be reutilized only. All remaining assets
which are not reutilized are to be held in DRMO inventory until further guidance is
issued with the exception of the textile batchlots which may contain Glo Tape, these
batches will be transferred to the nearest Controlled Property Center (CPC) at ESD. For
ease of identification, DRMOs should attach a sign to the pallet and/or box, “Glo Tape
Textiles”.
Transfer and Donation and Sales: Do not process to T/D/S until further notice.
This guidance applies to all DRMO’s, CONUS and OCONUS.
If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Michael W. Riley, (DSN) 661-5749, or email Michael.Riley@dla.mil.

GLO TAPE NSN’S
INFRARED REFLECTIVE MATERIAL

9390-01-467-7519
9390-01-467-7491
9390-01-503-9396
9390-01-504-7926
9390-01-541-3576
9390-01-521-3744
9390-01-521-3746
9390-01-521-3749
9390-01-521-3752
9390-01-521-3574
9390-01-521-3578

Clothing batches separated and reviewed for Glo Tape patches.

Shirt, Camouflage, desert

Coat, Digital, Army Combat

FSC 8415

NIIN 8415 01 519 8607

Demil E when Glo tape is present

Demil E when Glo tape is present

